Energetic neutral atoms are created when energetic magnetospheric ions undergo charge exchange with cold neutral atoms in the Earth's tenuous extended atmosphere (the geocorona). Since they are unaffected by the Earth's magnetic field, these energetic neutrals travel away in straight line trajectories from the points of charge exchange. The remote detection of these particles provides a powerful means through which the global distribution and properties of the geocorona and ring current can be inferred. Due to its 2 x 9 RE polar orbit, the Polar spacecraft provides an excellent platform from which to observe ENAs because it spends much of its time in the polar caps which are usually free from the contaminating energetic charged particles 
Introduction
Energetic neutral atoms (ENAs) are produced when energetic magnetospheric ions undergo charge-exchange collisions with the thermal neutral atoms that make up the Earths extended atmosphere (the geocorona). This type of interaction can take place in the ring current, the mid and auroral latitude energetic particle precipitation zones, and within the low altitude equatorial ion belt [Hovestadt et al., 1972; Moritz, 1972] that is itself formed by ionization of earthward directed ENAs via collisions in the low altitude equatorial atmosphere. Once an energetic neutral atom is created, it moves away in a straight-line trajectory from the point of charge exchange and can therefore be detected remotely by an appropriately instrumented spacecraft. Since these neutrals are continuously being emitted from the charge exchange regions in all directions with energies and fluxes directly dependent upon the properties of the ions and geocorona, they carry important information on the global characteristics of both the geocorona and the magnetospheric ion population. The study of ENAs in the Earth's magnetosphere has had a long history. The earliest evidence that energetic hydrogen exists in the near-earth space environment came from observations of hydrogen emission lines in auroral spectra made by Vegard [1939] . Later on, following the discovery of the radiation belts and ring current, and the dynamics associated with geomagnetic storms, many researchers came to the conclusion that ENA-producing charge exchange pro-
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0094-8534/97/97GL-01162505.00 cesses were an important mechanism for the decay of the storm-time ring current (e.g. see Roelof et al. [1985] ). The first suggestion that ENAs emitted from the radiation belts and ring current could be used to remotely sense the magnetospheric energetic ion population was made by Hovestadt and $choler, [1976] , and the first global image of ENA emissions was produced by Roelof [1987] In this brief report we present the first ENA imaging resuits from the Polar spacecraft.
Instrumentation
The data presented here were acquired with the Imaging Proton Spectrometer ( 0 .
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Storm-time ENAs: October 23• 1996
In addition to the northern polar cap passes, ENAs can also be observed during the southern polar cap passes. In figure 3 we present a sequence of four southern pass ENA images acquired during a magnetic storm on October 23, 1996. Since Polar is so close to the Earth during this time period the viewing geometry changes rapidly with time. To avoid image blurring, the integration times are necessarily shorter. But this is compensated for by the fact that the counting rates are also much higher than they are at apogee. Note that equatorial plane projections are inappropriate for these kind of oblique viewing geometries. This complicates the interpretation of dynamics in such cases, but the many different projections that can be acquired over short periods of time also provide more information on the three dimensional structure of the charge exchange regions.
Substorm-associated ENAs: July 31, 1996
A new and unexpected result of the present study is that While an enormous amount of information can be obtained from the raw ENA images alone, it is important to note that they do not map out the distribution of the energetic ion population directly. Instead, they map out the regions of charge exchange collisions occurring between the energetic ion population and the Earth's geocorona. In future analysis, we plan to utilize forward modeling techniques (e.g. Roelof [1987] ) in order to infer the true distribution of energetic ions.
As well, we plan to compare animated sequences of ENA images during substorms and during the development and decay of the storm-time ring current with global auroral imager data, in-situ particle measurements from other ISTP spacecraft, and ground-based observations. Spatial asymmetries and temporal and spectral variability in the ring current will be investigated. And we will attempt to quantify the importance of charge exchange processes in the decay of the ring current.
